Society of Petroleum Engineers 2018 Asia Pacific Oil & Gas Conference and Exhibition

Ignite your Future!
At the SPE Education Day!

Bringing together industry and education. A unique opportunity for school students and teachers to participate in a leading international technical conference of the energy industry.

The Energy & Resources industry will need almost 20,000 new employees in the next 5 years!

*Students and Teachers are invited to learn more about the Oil and Gas Industry – One of the largest Energy and Resources sectors in the world!*

2018 APOGCE

The Society of Petroleum Engineers presents the 2018 Asia Pacific Oil & Gas Conference and Exhibition

**SPE is the largest individual-member organization serving managers, engineers, scientists and other professionals worldwide in the upstream segment of the oil and gas industry.**

This is an opportunity for school students in Grades 9-11, studying Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, and Geography or interested in the Energy Industry to join SPE members from all over the globe to discover the world of science and engineering.

**Student Workshop (25th October 2018)** - School teachers are invited to bring a group of 10 students to engage with hands on activities that are designed to educate them about some of the uses of science in oil & gas exploration and production. A member of the petroleum industry will escort groups around the exhibition. There are limited places – so contact us soon!

**Teacher Workshop (24th October 2018)** - Teachers (grades 7-12) are invited to attend the Teachers workshop. Learning how this great program can be incorporated into school curricula!

Interested? See next page for Registration Information!

[Click here](#) for more information on 2018 Asia Pacific Oil & Gas Conference and Exhibition.
Energy4me Workshops
Wednesday & Thursday
24 & 25 October 2018

Brisbane-area educators are invited to attend an energy education program for teachers or for high school students!

ONE GREAT EVENT, TWO EXCITING PROGRAMS!

Science Teachers Workshop (grades 7-12)
Wednesday 24 October 2018
SPE, through its Energy4me program, will present a **FREE**, one-day energy education workshop for 40 Brisbane-area science teachers. A variety of free instructional materials will be available to take back to the classroom.

Activities will include a tour of the exhibition floor with the opportunity for teachers to interact with some of the key regional organisations within the industry, a keynote presentation and provision of age-appropriate hands-on classroom activities. Teachers will receive a cover teacher reimbursement form at the end of the workshop. Morning tea/coffee and lunch will be provided. Apply today!

High School Student Program (grades 9-11)
Thursday 25 October 2018
SPE is educating the next generation of aspiring engineers, scientists and managers about the oil and gas industry. Students will take a journey of oil & gas exploration and production using basic household items to illustrate some basic scientific concepts that are involved. School teachers are invited to bring a group of 10 students. A member of the petroleum industry will escort groups around the exhibition. Lunch will be provided. There are limited places – so contact us soon!

Apply for the program today. Space is limited!

Attend the teachers program or bring your high school students! **Click here to learn more** about both events and apply to attend!